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lower-elementary words. Two Bee
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Words used and definitions given in the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 2020 Spelling
Bee may be selected from those that
appear in the this edition of Spellcheck
AND word lists provided by the Scripps
National Spelling Bee.
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Webster Unabridged, MerriamWebster’s Collegiate Dictionary,
eleventh edition or on online at m-w.
com. The words are typical of those
that may be used in classroom and
school level spelling bees this year and
are taken directly from the Study List.

STLtoday.com/bee
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There was no Scripps National
Spelling Bees during the World
War II years of 1943, 1944 and
1945.
The program is open to all
students attending public,
private, parochial, charter and
homeschools.
Of the 105 National Spelling Bee
champions, 51 have been girls
and 54 have been boys.
The 2020 Scripps National
Spelling Bee will involve more
than 11 million students at the
local level.

CROSSWORD
FOR 1 bee
One Bee Crossword
Complete the crossword by filling in the correct
word that fits each clue.
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ACROSS

7

DOWN
1. dry pulverized particles of wood or stone
made during the process of cutting material with
a manually operated or power-driven tool.
2. filled with wonder : astounded.
4. porous articles (typically made from cloth,
paper or sand) used to separate liquid or gas
from solid matter by passing the matter through
the article.
6. a game played using a grid in which five
covered numbers in a row means a win.
7. to cry out or shout to attract attention.
9. joyous.
10. a long piece of heavy wood that is suitable
to use in house construction.
12. a flat narrow fabric made of silk, rayon,
nylon or cotton that is closely woven in
various constructions and used for trimmings,
decorations or knitting.
13. a curved piece of metal or other hard
material that is used for catching, holding or
pulling.
14. a lynx from North America that is reddish
with dark markings.
16. adults : those that have reached full physical
and intellectual development.
19. an open box in which food is placed for
horses or cattle to eat.
21. makes a musical and harmonious sound, like
a bell.
22. anything serving as evidence to determine
the judgment or finding of a court of law.
28. representations of humans or other living
things that are small in scale and are moved and
controlled by rod, hand or strings.
30. a sweet juicy edible fruit which is used as a
fresh or cooked fruit, in preserves or dried.
33. to make a movie of.
34. the edge of a cup or bowl.
35. deeds or acts.
38. to stir, shake or bring different substances

3. business — used primarily by children.
25. extremely large.
Across:
5. a container or utensil used to hold or remove a liquid or loose materi26. the second day of the week.
particles
of wood or stone
3. business —27.
used
primarily
by children.
als.
marked
by being suitable,
fit, compatible or in accordance.
8. without anchor
or mooringmaterial
and without controlled5.
direction.
noise or tone.
e process
of cutting
a container29.
ora utensil
used to hold or
11. a person who performs and takes on a large amount of difficult
31. to answer in words or writing.
y operated
or power-driven
remove a liquid
materials.
labor.
32. to fillor
withloose
gladness
: to cause to be happy.
15. to give statements or provide facts in support of8.
or in opposition
33. to move
awkwardly along,
one’s way.
withouttoanchor
or mooring
andfeeling
without
an opinion.
36. the home or castle of a medieval king or member of the nobility.
der17.
: astounded.
controlled direction.
within the country.
37. a marine aquatic carnivorous mammal that lives near cold seacoasts
18. a very steep
face of
rock orcloth,
earth : precipice. 11. a person who
or onperforms
floating ice, bears
its takes
young onon
land,afeeds
on fish and other ma(typically
made
from
and
large
20. barren, desolate, bleak.
rine animals, has webbed flippers adapted for swimming, and has been
used
tomaterial
separate
liquid
amount
23. the
that is left
behind or
after combustible materials
(such as of diﬃcult
hunted for itslabor.
fur, hide and oil.
coal) have
burned. the matter
39. stationary,or
immobile.
matter
bybeen
passing
15. to give statements
provide facts in
24. forgiveness of a fault or offense.

icle.

support of or in opposition to an opinion.

DEFINITION MATCHING FOR 1 Bee
Using the provided clues to correctly match the spelling word from the word bank below.

1.______________ to add sugar to.
2.______________a small single-story lowroofed house of simple construction.
3.______________a snack that is usually
comprised of high-energy food such as
nuts.
4.______________ a large number of
people especially when condensed into a
compact group without order.
5.______________ a large panel mounted
on a building or framework near a road
that holds outdoor advertising.
6.______________ confused, muddled.
7.______________ a body of water that is
smaller than a lake but larger than a pool,
and that either occurs naturally or is confined through man-made means.
8.______________ a musical percussion
instrument that usually consists of a
hollow cylinder with a skin head stretched
over it which is beaten with a stick or pair
of sticks.
9.______________ of little weight or importance.
10.______________ marked by pleasant
time spent with one’s friends or companions.
11.______________ saliva issuing from the
mouth in a stream.
12.______________ a comprehensive
publication of the outcome of competitive
events.
13.______________ spun quickly.
14.______________ an edge of cloth (such
as for a skirt, sleeve or napkin) which has

been finished by folding back the edge
and sewing it down.
15.______________ feats or tricks which
display significant strength or skill.
16.______________ remained in place in
expectation of something or someone.
17.______________ long typically wooden
seats for multiple people to sit upon.
18. ______________ to grip or join hands.
19.______________ shears used for pruning which are about two feet in length.
20. ______________ tricks.
21.______________ the total sum of units
involved.
22.______________ a sharp and strong
smelling plant with dark green leaves and
whorls of small pink flowers in spikes.
23. ______________ the part of a building
that is either completely or partly below
ground level.
24.______________ used in scaring away
an animal.
25.______________ a game played by
teams of three or four players on horseback who use mallets with long handles
to move a wooden ball down the field and
through goalposts.
26.______________ a food consisting of
meat or fruit baked in or under dough and
typically in a dish that is lined with dough
and topped with pastry.
27.______________ a substance made up
of very fine particles.
28. ______________ having quick mental
faculties, intelligence and resourcefulness

in improvising accompanied by cunning
wit or physical readiness and grace.
29. ______________ metallic devices such
as rods or wires that are used for receiving or radiating radio waves.
30. ______________ the group of people
who work on a ship.
31.______________ to bring air noisily up
into the nose over and over again to stop
mucus from running from the nose (typical of having a cold).
32. ______________ winding : full of
bends.
33.______________ to gather together into
a group or assortment.
34.______________ subject to severe cold
: chilly.
35. ______________ someone who wanders.
36. ______________ to devise or plan.
37.______________ parts of a whole thing.
38.______________ a crisp conical wafer
used to hold ice cream.
39.______________ the part of a fire which
glows.
40.______________ caused to sound
harshly or unpleasantly.
41.______________ the article (such as
pipes and fixtures) in a building that are
concerned with the introduction, distribution and disposal of water.

WORD BANK
antennas
basement
benches
billboard
cabin
clever

collect
cone
crew
crowd
drool
drum

flame
flustered
frozen
gorp
hem
jangled

loppers
number
peppermint
pie
pieces
plot

plumbing
polo
pond
powder
pranks
results

rover
shake
shoo
silly
sniffle
social

stunts
sweeten
twirled
twisty
waited
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Word Search

WORD SEARCH FOR
Find each word from the word bank in the puzzle.
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WORD BANK
admit
barber
behold
brass
broth
candles
chain
chicken
chips
cooking
deny
desk
faint
finish
forgive
greedy
grits
grub
health
honest
inside

kiddo
local
mouth
neon
never
petal
punting
ripple
roller
secret
shrugged
size
smiled
snarl
soda
special
stubborn
town
understand
walnut

CrosswordFOR
Puzzle
CROSSWORD
2 bee DOWN
Complete the crossword by filling in the correct
word that fits each clue.
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3. any of a group of tough durable plastics
based on resins that are used especially in the
forming of films and sheeting, flooring, and
ng to
a department
of a craft,
sound
records.
4. to cultivate or till as if with a plow.
manufacture.
8. to emit a loud harsh cry.
fires placednotice.
on a hill or tower that are used to
y or9.
without
communicate signals.
11. section
of New
York City
northern
stirs
up the
masses
ofinthe
Manhattan that was a center of African
as American
to violence
hatred).
culture or
in the
1920s.
12. teeth which are adapted for grinding due to
amphibians
resemble
having roundedthat
or flattened
surfaces.
14.
salty.
on't have scales, are covered
17. a seam or joint.

43

44

1. of or belonging to a department of a craft,
business or manufacture
2. moving slowly or without notice.
5. a person who stirs up the masses of the
people (such as to violence or hatred).
6. various small amphibians that resemble lizards
but don’t have scales, are covered with a soft
moist skin, live in moist dark places, pose no
harm to humans, and feed on small animals such
as aquatic worms and insects.
7. relating to or containing the group NH2 united
to a radical other than an acid radical.
10. a noisy persistent attack (as of questions).
13. to slide the feet back and forth without lifting
them.
15. an alcohol that occurs naturally in peppermint
oil and Japanese mint oil and can be made
artificially.
16. a phrase or verse that recurs regularly
typically within a poem or song.
20. an automatic instrument which is used to
record variations in atmospheric pressure.
21. existing from a long ago period or date.
23. to lie or sit with arms and legs stretched out :
to spread out.
26. guessed : formed an opinion without
substantial proof or certain knowledge.
27. enjoyment in physical or mental well-being.
29. constant or indefinitely.
30. with an irritating or harsh effect or sound.
34. methods : systems of procedure.
37. landlocked country in Asia in the Himalayas
on the northeast border of India.
39. exhibitions or displays.
40. the amount of reporting given to a news
event.
41. a building with many rooms that are used for
overnight lodging.
44. the desire to eat when food is available.

18. any of the 88 configurations of stars.

32. tools used to gauge the speed of the wind.

hangings or curtains.

43. competition.

33. being the portion of the United States
19. a group of exercises for achieving wellAcross:
located on the continent of North America.
being and control of mind and body.
3.
ofheavy
a group
of tough
durable35.plastics
a small house typically used in the summer.
20. aany
course
plain-woven
fabric typically
36. in accordance with the normal custom,
made from hemp or jute that is used for
based
on resins
usage or habit.in
bagging
and wrapping
items.that are used especially
22. athe
tool which
is usedof
to ﬁlms
removeand
dead sheeting,
38. someone
having a special status as a result
forming
ﬂooring,
branches or leaves from vegetation.
of possessing extraordinary qualities that are
24. aand
recesssound
or cabinet
used to hold china,
typically partly real and partly mythical.
records.
clothing or other utensils.
40. confounded : failed to distinguish between
4.
toburden
cultivate
orortill
as if distress.
with a plow.
25. the
of mental
physical
two or more parties.
28. given to or marked by complete conviction 42. passed into an act by which a solid, liquid
8.
to emit a loud harsh cry.
and assurance.
or gaseous substance is mixed typically with a
31.
a
heavy textile
woven
for
liquid.
9. ﬁres
placed
onbya hand
hill used
or tower
that
are used

D

DEFINITION MATCHING FOR 2 Bee
Using the provided clues to correctly match the spelling word from the word bank below.

1.______________ a period of continuous and often
competitive activity in any seasonal occupation or
industry.
2.______________ the third letter of the Greek
alphabet.
3.______________ relating to the South Pole or the
region surrounding it.
4.__________ a bet in which the bettor selects the
first, second and third finishers in a contest or race
in the correct order.
5.______________ intensely, sharply, keenly.
6.______________ braiding : the interweaving of
three or more strands of hair.
7.______________ a group of three or more things
or events succeeding in order and having a
relationship to each other.
8.______________ furnished with the vertical
triangular portion of the end of a building.
9.______________ interfered with so as to change
for the worse.
10.______________ worthy of being noticed.
11.______________an important county officer in
the United States who is typically elected by the
people.
12.______________ stubborn, inflexible or
uncompromising.
13.______________ responsibility for failure.
14.______________ something that has an
objective or physical reality and distinct character.
15.______________ imaginary : lacking substance.
16.______________ a domestic animal that has left
its enclosure or home and wanders at large or is
lost.
17.______________ decreased.
18.______________ someone in charge of a
telephone switchboard.
19.______________ an electronic device made
of a small block of a semiconductor with three
electrodes on it and that conducts electrons
moving in one direction to the opposite direction.
20.______________ to bring all one’s powers,
faculties or activities to bear.
21.______________ various small amphibians
that resemble lizards but don’t have scales, are
covered with a soft moist skin, live in moist dark
places, pose no harm to humans, and feed on
small animals such as aquatic worms and insects.
22.______________ termination, close, extinction.
23.______________ time spans of 100 years.
24.______________ contemporary : relating to the
present time.
25.______________ a small multipurpose vehicle
with rear or side doors and side panels with

windows that is used to transport passengers.
26.______________ a movable device used to show
the direction of the wind.
27.______________ tempestuous or stormy.
28.______________ a skilled artisan who builds
using stone, brick or concrete.
29.______________ stable, stagnant.
30.______________ aid given to the needy, usually
in monetary form.
31.______________ weighty : of great importance.
32.______________ a crown or band of intertwined
flowers or leaves worn or given as a mark of honor.
33.______________ crafty : full of deceitful cunning.
34.______________ a musical style comprised of
solo vocal imitation of percussion.
35.______________ an event that occurs by
chance.
36.______________ any of a large group of
materials of high molecular weight that usually
contain a synthetic or semisynthetic organic
substance, that are molded into objects of all sizes
and shapes.
37.______________ the part halfway between two
points.
38.______________ tools or instruments used in a
kitchen.
39.______________ an uncommon happening.
40.______________ any of a genus of deciduous
trees or shrubs native to temperate regions of the
northern hemisphere that have a fruit consisting of
a single nut.
41.______________ to choke : to stop the breathing
of by any means.
42.______________ marked by general efficiency
and by adequate resourcefulness, skill and
reliability.
43.______________ a regular wave of distension
in the arteries that is a result of blood progressing
through an artery at each contraction of the
ventricles of the heart.
44.______________ arousing from fright or terror.
45.______________ unfortunate or unlucky
46.______________ spreading widely and randomly
by throwing about.
47.______________ matters for displaying which
are made on glass, thin cloth, paper or film and
which are viewed by the help of light shining
through the matter.
48.______________ a hand tool with a blade that
is used to apply, spread, shape and smooth any
loose material.
49.______________ any supernatural being such as
an apparition or elf.

50.______________ noisy confusion.
51.______________ the planet that is fourth from
the sun and is noted for its apparent red color.
52.______________ a comment or remark lacking in
originality.
53.______________ a band of frequencies able
to accommodate a single television or radio
communication.
54.______________ to wrangle : to argue with
persistence.
55.______________ moving with urgency.
56.______________ the place where one lives or
has their home.
57.______________ overcome with pain or grief.
58.______________ a vertical structure
incorporated into a building that carries off smoke,
fumes or gases.
59.______________ something submitted legally to
a tribunal as a means of realizing the truth of any
alleged matter of fact under investigation before it.
60. ______________ to search or look into.

WORD BANK
accident
Antarctic
assistance
beatboxing
campaign
capable
centuries
channel
chestnut
chimney
commonplace
commotion
concentrate
diminished
dispute
distressed
entity
evidence
expiration
explore
fault
fearsome
gabled
gamma
incident

insubstantial
Mars
mason
middle
minivan
modern
momentous
mulish
operator
plaiting
plastic
pulse
remarkable
residence
salamanders
scattering
scrambling
series
sheriff
spirit
static
stray
tampered
throttle
transistor

transparencies
trifecta
trowel
turbulent
untoward
utensils
vane
vividly
wily
wreath

WORD SCRAMBLE
Unscramble the words below. The first letter of each
word is given.

2 Bee

CIRETEFS

F_____________

EHEPDSRH

S_____________

OECNITONFC

C_____________

SRNIAUDO

D_____________

HESICL

C____________

EABDRY

B_____________

RACETPERN

C_____________

SEPELN

S_____________

GANARDL

G_____________

TTGAILAR

A_____________

TAINYD

D_____________

DSTRIAC

D_____________

OROEKI

R_____________

SOEIDEP

E_____________

CVWRAMIOE

M_____________

CEUENDIA

A_____________

MACELD

C_____________

NRGAAER

A_____________

IIESTAONIVTGN

I_____________

AHSTCOO

C_____________

TUIESS

T_____________

FIPOEETRCN

P_____________

BLSAMRBE

B_____________

RSOTICEPN

I_____________

STIBEATER

B_____________

LLYOA

L_____________

METVAPNE

P_____________

RMEUFEP

P_____________

IARULGUACTLR

A_____________

TSTAOIN

S_____________

RFUNOPDO

P_____________

IDAOV

A_____________

PDPLTOE

T_____________

EEPITT

P_____________

SGILSIBN

S_____________

IRVCAEHS

A_____________

TOQURAE

E_____________

ANEISICNTDTF

D_____________

ADCNISTE

D_____________

IOUNITPITACMLL

M_____________

ASIUAILON

L_____________

DILAP

P_____________

GINNETOAER

G_____________

EPREUCND

P_____________

DTINEASZI

S_____________

TEARC

C_____________

TSEACOBSL

O_____________

MSMUUE

M_____________

KAET

T_____________

REINUNDSG

S_____________

YMESABSL

A_____________

SSECAOLR

L_____________

FAYIMLP

A_____________

TATMEU

M_____________

GUAGLGE

L_____________

CERRHDA

C_____________

MEALROMI

M_____________

SAOCTBA

T_____________

LAKHC

C_____________

HEEKORSTC

S_____________

WORD BANK
agricultural
amplify
archives
arrange
assembly
attagirl
audience
avoid
batteries

brambles
brayed
cahoots
calmed
carpenter
chalk
charred
chisel
confection

crate
dainty
dinosaur
disinfectant
distance
drastic
episode
equator
fiercest

garland
generation
inspector
investigation
lacrosse
Louisiana
loyal
luggage
memorial

microwave
multiplication
museum
mutate
obstacles
pavement
perfection
perfume
petite

plaid
profound
prudence
rookie
sanitized
Sheetrock
shepherd
siblings
spleen

station
sundering
Tabasco
teak
tissue
toppled

WORD SEARCH FOR
Two Bee

Find each word from the word bank in the puzzle.

nce

G B S
J S T
OMV
I O E
S M F
T D P
S L S
Z P O
F F O
WR I
P E L
Y D I
A O P
MH K
S S G
X X N
S J B
H T H
I P Q
N I L
G E B
L X L
E X U
F T S
I R T
GWE
O R R
P E Y
MNQ
V J D

F A R Y Q I O BMO I A I D C
A R V A T I O N J N V QWE Z
H I I QO B V I OU S K F P F
A I D B D L J J NM P E DO R
Q C N A S E G A R N E T N R S
QN AMC B L L L QOD E T T
Y Y DN F U T I F Y P M E MA
L I C E CWA O V J G Y X E T
A E MK K Y F R N E T A T N T
T E R S GMK VM P R N R T C
I C A N V V X X T A Z Y E GN
S T U R B A N C E K WW M J A
C V O R T I C E S I G L E G A
E HH P D A B S F SWB L G C
U Z E A Z C GD T T OQ Y J G
I MW S D M B D T A A G M E C
Z N L R T K B U P NGG L J V
X L GN J NM S G B F G X S E
R DO E N V U K C Z H V E H A
S L E R R K G T MO K A K R C
R M N T G B QWZ I U U Z Y E
S A E E E A R I R R N N J MN
J J M S T R N E DDMNDG A
K J Y P S R S I A P E C O R Q
T UWB A E A Y S D E U BWE
P Q Z X N R N NQ T Z E D B I
G R M C MW T G S E X P L O I
GWO O B D L S E I K R E A S
A J OU X P HDMR T D F A U
E P O T D E GMX F B A R R I

gingerbread

H
B
C
P
O
R
X
P
A
L
T
K
D
N
Y
M
O
T
N
Q
U
D
C
T
K
L
T
O
T
E

A
K
O
A
F
F
A
B
R
D
A
J
G
J
P
S
A
T
G
T
J
E
R
Q
U
O
S
N
O
R

2 bee

L L E NG E GN AW
T L H U C N B F FW
L ON I S T S Y V H
R C E L Q A H V J D
T N S G A L L O P U
L L E E NMU R Y D
I X S R C K O I K I
Q L SMV UM F A I
R Y E A UO R Y MB
F B Y F MDU I D L
RWA I C I G S T G
L U Y F I S J E N Y
E T S ON C I T S C
Y F X O T U Z I B G
K Z D L O S D YWK
Y L I I S S O EWY
E N F S H I M E H T
L E F H X O A I D Y
U S E N X N I SMB
K G R E XMN J MU
Z T E S R Z V N C C
F UD S Q Z T S J K
Y C DG S N T A Q L
A D A L OH XMV E
T R A B L Z K PWA
F X R Q A BWL K A
X L MX R T F E J L
A B L E T A E S O V
G R A P H SWDMH
A J G B L A Z E R Z

foolishness

WORD BANK
abated
Angus
autographs
barrier
blazer
blustery
buckle
challenge
chestnut
colonists
delivery
deportment
depot
deters
differed
discussion
disturbance
domain
exploits
extremely
foolishness
gadgets
gallop
garnet
gingerbread
gnaw
hazmat
joists
McIntosh
messenger

deportment

minnow
nervous
obvious
organist
Pakistan
parcel
pelican
police
profile
proud
ramparts
reasonable
samples
scoundrel
security
settle
shingle
smudge
solar
staggered
starvation
tarry
transit
vacancy
vortices
wren
writers

3 bee

CROSSWORD FOR

Crossword Puzzle

Complete the crossword by filling in the correct
word that fits each clue.

1

DOWN

2

3

1. a steel blade made to be attached to the muzzle
end of a type of firearm that is fired while braced
against the shoulder.
2. rings or bent pieces of metal, wood or leather
made to hold and support the foot of a rider on
horseback.
3. to console.
4. any of a class of compounds that are thermally
stable and that are used in the synthesis of lubricants and polymers.
5. a river in southern New Hampshire and northeastern Massachusetts that flows south and northeast into the Atlantic.
6. any of several large web-footed sea birds.
8. slanderous expressions.
9. a breed of domestic cats.
10. a person who is in training to learn a trade from
a skilled worker.
14. a cave in France that contains prehistoric
paintings.
15. an unbound publication with a small number of
pages.
20. speeds up the normal development or progress
of something.
21. inflammation of the vocal cords.
17.Across:
a piece of jewelry or a mark (such as a
22. a rare bluish-white metallic element that is hard
red spot) worn on the forehead especially by
4. a dull black ore that is a mixture
of at low temperatures, melts just above
and brittle
Hindu women.
columbite and tantalite.
room temperature and expands on freezing.
18. a division of organization in the military.
7.
a
word
or
sentence
that
reads
usedsame
for a tough resin characterized by good
19. relating to the people of Haiti or the island 23.the
resistance
to chemicals, heat and weathering.
both
forwards
and
backwards.
itself.
25. to
to delay
a condition
an or pause typically for a moment.
24.11.
expressive
of disdain.of being subjected
26.
a
city
in northern Egypt that is near Cairo and
27. profuse
sweating. or to an experience.
inﬂuence
that lies on the western bank of the Nile River.
28. the United States.
4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

16
17
19

18

20

21

22

23
24

25
27

28

ACROSS

4. a dull black ore that is a mixture of columbite and tantalite.
de made
to be attached to the
7. a word or sentence that reads the same
d of a type of ﬁrearm that is ﬁred
both forwards and backwards.
ed against
the of
shoulder.
11. a condition
being subjected to an influnt pieces
ofanmetal,
wood or
ence or to
experience.
de to
and or
support
the foot
12. hold
raised earth
gravel structures
that of
are
designed to prevent flooding.
horseback.
13. an island in the western Indian Ocean
Africa
that are
is known for its
ass off
of southeastern
compounds
that
unique flora and fauna.
table and that are used in the
15. in a manner marked by a lack of stability
of lubricants and polymers.
or security.
outhern
Hampshire
16. theNew
state or
quality of beingand
stable or not
rn Massachusetts
that
ﬂows
subject to change or fluctuation.

northeast into the Atlantic.
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12. raised earth or gravel structures that are
designed to prevent ﬂooding.

13. an island in the western Indian Ocean oﬀ
southeastern Africa that is known for its

unique ﬂora and fauna.
15. in a manner marked by a lack of stability or
security.

WORD SCRAMBLE FOR
Unscramble the words below.

3 Bee

OKUMH

H_____________

LDLRIEAYIOPC

P_____________

BIANNMDOT

B_____________

USISERPIGTO

P_____________

XYLLY

X_____________

EELNSI

S_____________

GYRMDRYUARH

H_____________

ATURNECTL

R_____________

CANTMULEI

C_____________

TISRHWE

W_____________

UINNIGIGRT

I_____________

HICTMEPA

E_____________

MTSUSAA

S_____________

LSTEMRSE

S_____________

AUPLIMDLA

P_____________

CMDMROEOO

C_____________

UAKRT

K_____________

UDUSFESF

S_____________

EGUINAN

G_____________

UCITAALOMS

C_____________

RDENACACOC

A_____________

UERNJSORO

S_____________

NEDACABUN

A_____________

ASPGUAASR

A_____________

HCIEPEEGATSNSL

S_____________

AYGTHUH

H_____________

AFNSEIOUR

N_____________

CIPAAOMLROTN

P_____________

MUUTOUTUSL

T_____________

EBELINIEMRSONCHP I_____________
IGREEG

G_____________

AMNSRGAA

A_____________

LOPOLA

A_____________

WORD BANK
abundance
accordance
anagrams
Apollo
asparagus
badminton
calamitous

commodore
culminate
emphatic
Geiger
guanine
haughty
hokum

hydrargyrum
incomprehensible
intriguing
Kurta
Nefarious
Palladium
periodically

prestigious
proclamation
reluctant
satsuma
senile
smelters
sojourner

steeplechasing
suffused
tumultuous
withers
xylyl

3
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Word Search

WORD SEARCH FOR
Find each word from the word bank in the puzzle.

P R O X I MOD
A P HMG E GN
M F UOO V D R
F Z H L C O L O
SWE S I X V P
A H R I T A P U
R P I N HWT L
G A T A E T AM
Y R A I R N HN
R A GHMH K E
I C E A OU Y X
A HH L H B Y P
T U Y O A P R J
A T MG L A D E
R E N E I L MN
T D A N N S J F
A Q L S E Y J Y
R C ON T AM I
I Y C ON N E M
C T A B S O R P

nate

C
G
C
S
C
R
K
A
O
C
R
J
E
N
V
V
Q
N
A
T

U R R
GH U
X QD
S A L
O L U
V D R
O V G
O P P
Y X O
SWL
O P R
A I H
O P N
R D E
N I H
E L O
E T X
A T E
R A K
I V E

thermohaline

Y
N
J
H
M
O
N
O
M
R
E
I
E
C
U
P
N
D
A
F

C OM
K Y D
RWS
E L I
B I A
P S O
S DU
R T U
A R I
U C U
T V D
R I I
GOO
R HD
I I T
T D C
U I E
K R C
S T S
X E Y

B P V
O R Y
A I N
UMC
Y A Z
ND E
J O K
N I T
N A T
Z QD
TW I
F I V
S K A
N I N
E A T
B S T
I R K
N R T
X C X
C D E

contaminated

I
G
N
O
B
L
E
Y
E
B
A
N
T
A
M
E
E
T
D
A

WORD BANK
absorptive
argyria
atmospheric
bantam
brevet
coincidence
colossal
Columbia
Connemara
contaminated
currycomb
divan
dropsonde
halogens
helium
heritage
hunky-dory
hymnal
Hyperion

atmospheric

ignoble
jodhpurs
marinate
opportunity
palsy
parachuted
playwright
proportionate
proximo
Sinai
tartaric
therapeutic
thermohaline
visite

STUDY WORDS USED IN SENTENCES 1 bee
The following is a sample of the study words used in sentences and does not contain all study words.
1.When punting the ball to her teammate, Mary saw the
goal wide open.
2.There was a sizeable crowd at the new restaurant opening
downtown.
3.Jenny kept the party a secret so she could surprise her
friend.
4.Jacob tried not to fumble his words as he gave his first
public speech.
5.There are catfish, bluegill and bass in the pond.
6.You must be in good health to donate blood or receive a
flu shot.
7.“Pardon me,” Justin said as he tapped the librarian on
the shoulder to ask a question.
8.It is important to have a good, firm shake when greeting
someone.
9.The old woman was fond of the kiddo next door, because
he was so polite.
10.The jury must examine the proof when coming to a
decision about the guilt or innocence of the defendant.
11.Did you pack some gorp for our hike?
12.There is a newly elected mayor who is the talk of the
town.
13.Ethel goes to bingo at the local club every Wednesday.
14.Susie thought she was very clever for being the first
student to get the answer right.
15.It was warm and cozy inside the cabin.
16.Colin was waiting for a reply to his email invitation.
17.It was so cold that the lake had completely frozen over.
18.Sierra did not think the new game was all that special.
19.Will Smith stars in the new film.
20.Vivian nervously waited for the results of the class
president election.
21.Zion wanted to buy a soda from the vending machine,
but his mom told him no.
22.The seal perfectly balanced the ball on its nose at the
zoo.
23.Portia twirled around until she was dizzy.
24.The spaceship will disembark next week to explore a
new part of Mars.
25.Grown-ups have the most boring parties!
26.Katie began to arrange all the different pieces of her new
puzzle.
27.Paul’s brand new saxophone was made of shiny brass.
28.The company makes all of their bags locally onshore.
29.Jaylen tried to show off by performing stunts on his new
skateboard.
30.The teacher could not deny that the class had been wellbehaved, so she gave them a treat.
31.The mailman was always jolly when he waved hello.
32.Omkaar accidentally spilled the baby powder all over the
bathroom.
33.California just experienced a large earthquake.
34.A walnut can be a healthy snack.
35.When sanding, Tessa’s mother always wears goggles to
protect her eyes from sawdust.
36.Michael became flustered when he could not remember
the answer to the quiz.
37.The neighborhood barber is always cutting hair in the
window.
38.The bell chimes were very noisy at school that morning.
39.There was a small cabin in the woods by the river.
40.Stephen did not like the sight of blood and became faint.
41.Every morning Kory fed the cows by putting hay in the
manger.

42.The teacher’s gum always smelled like peppermint.
43.Tamara liked to sip the broth from her chicken noodle
soup.
44.After the bonfire, all that remained of the logs was a pile
of ash.
45.Karen loved candles, but was always careful around the
flame.
46.Jarid always ordered shrimp and grits when they went to
the restaurant.
47.The lighthouse sits on a steep cliff by the ocean.
48.The hem of Carrie’s dress was very muddy when she
came back from playing all day.
49.The church always had candles lit for the service.
50.Bhavini always filled her cup up to the brim even though
she knew she might spill.
51.The teacher always decorated his desk with small plants.
52.There was recently a bobcat spotted in the Ozark
forests.
53.Tim loved watching polo during the Summer Olympics.
54.Jayla used a roller to paint her new room green.
55.The park was stark and empty at night.
56.Harry’s little brother is always beating the drum too loud.
57.Natalie complained as she tried to comb through the
snarl in her hair.
58.The children argue about who should go first on the
swing.
59.The gardener used loppers to trim the hedge.
60.The girl picked off each flower petal one at a time.
61.James found a giant peach.
62.The boy would sniffle when he was sick.
63.Try to close your mouth when you chew.
64.Dowel knocked over a pile of coffee filters when she
climbed on the counter.
65.Ahana had her ice cream in a bowl, but preferred an ice
cream cone.
66.Our new baby brother never stops crying.
67.The teacher always reads the book in silly voices.
68.We go back to school on Monday.
69.Let’s get some grub for lunch.
70.Carrie’s grandpa taught her how to tie the hook on the
fishing line.
71.The number of children in the class has grown this year.
72.Isaiah loves cooking at home with his dad.
73.Many people are amazed the first time they see the
Grand Canyon.
74.In the summer, you can go collect blackberries at an
orchard.
75.Rachel’s family gets together to cheer for the local
baseball team.
76.Sam did not have the proper qualifications to apply for
Harvard.
77.The basement can be a spooky place at night.
78.Bobby threw a rock in the water, and the ripple went all
the way to the shore.
79.The children overcame many feats in order to make it to
the finals.
80.The old house had leaky plumbing.
81.The boy could be stubborn if he did not get his way.
82.The rubber duck was lost and adrift in the ocean.
83.Some people like to sweeten their coffee and others
drink it black.
84.The Chinese restaurant always has bright neon lights in
the window.

85.Some people should just mind their own beeswax!
86.The new kid did not seem very social at first, but then he
began to open up.
87.The view of the mountains can be a beautiful thing to
behold.
88.Some children like to mix all of their food together on the
plate.
89.The dog had drool dripping from his mouth.
90.It is hard to understand why grown-ups are always on
the phone.
91.Malik brought his own lunch, because he does not like
spaghetti.
92.Did you hear that sound?
93.There are always people who sit on the bench and read
newspapers in the park.
94.When the teacher asked Emily for the answer, she only
shrugged.
95.Sometimes it can be hard to sit still all day at your desk.
96.Trinity’s little brother is always playing pranks, but she
doesn’t find it funny.
97.The family smiled brightly in the photo.
98.July is the best time of year to pick a peach!
99.The best part about Thanksgiving is getting to have
pumpkin pie!
100.What size backpack do you need for all of your books?
101.The grand hall had ceilings at least 30 feet high.
102.The bell jangled when it was time to switch classes.
103.The necklace was set on a small, silver chain.
104.The farmer plowed from dawn to dusk like a
workhorse.
105.People had to get new antennas when televisions
switched from analog to digital.
106.It is important for friends to be honest with each other.
107.The farmer would holler for her cows to come in to
feed at the end of the day.
108.There is a colorful billboard on the side of the road on
the way to school.
109.A chicken has many feathers but does not fly.
110.The woman used her hands to control the puppets.
111.The bus waited until all the children were aboard before
leaving.
112.It is polite to wait for someone to finish speaking before
you respond.
113.The holidays are always full of cheer.
114.If the road is too twisty, Charles will get sick.
115.A sandwich may also come with chips and a drink.
116.An extra scoop of ice cream can be a great treat.
117.The musician was a rover who went from town to town.
118.The teacher would forgive the class for yelling after
they apologized.
119.On picture day, Heather wore a red ribbon in her hair.
120.Instead of trying to shoo away the stray dog, Ishann’s
mom called a shelter to come get it.
121.It is greedy to take two helpings before everyone has
had one.
122.There is a beam in the middle of the house that reaches
all the way to the ceiling.
123.A pirate always has a crew to help maintain their ship.

STUDY WORDS USED IN SENTENCES 2 bee
The following is a sample of the study words used in sentences and does not contain all study words.
1.John carried a crate of books from his room to the
basement.
2.We will be staying at a hotel when we visit relatives over
the holidays.
3.Our cat Tiger used to be a stray before we adopted him.
4.The horse ran at a gallop across the field to the barn.
5.The triceratops is a three-horned dinosaur that became
extinct 66 million years ago.
6.Ancient Romans are credited with many inventions,
including concrete and highways.
7.A tapestry hung over the window to keep out the sunlight.
8.Package delivery is Amazon’s specialty.
9.Dad yelled “attagirl” when Jasmine hit a homerun in her
softball game.
10.Salamanders are capable of regenerating lost limbs,
including their tail, to escape predator attacks.
11.Even though you are on vacation, you need to get your
usual amount of sleep.
12.Running a marathon is a physical challenge.
13.The twin toddlers were in cahoots to steal cookies from
the jar on the counter.
14.Tar was oozing from in between the cracks on the road.
15.Of all the planets in the solar system, Mars has seasons
that are most Earth-like.
16.The wings of the pelican touched the top of the ocean as
it searched for fish.
17.Erica was not prepared for the drastic change in
temperature.
18.My mom does yoga in the mornings to relieve stress.
19.The burlap sack is full of vegetables to transport to the
market.
20.You must wear dress pants and a collared shirt with a
blazer to attend the wedding ceremony.
21.Colin plays the trombone in the school marching band.
22.The puppy was trembling with fear as the larger dog
approached him.
23.The teacher calmed down the rowdy preschool class.
24.The police keep communities safe.
25.Carlos was certain that he wrote down the correct phone
number.
26.The barograph indicated Tokyo’s temperature and
atmospheric air.
27.Manuel prefers charred marshmallows for his s’mores.
28.Pakistan has historically and culturally been associated
with its neighbors Iran, Afghanistan and India.
29.Maria felt instense pressure to pass her Algebra test.
30.Lola surmised that her brother spilled the milk and didn’t
clean it up.
31.Teak wood furntiture is both elegant and durable.
32.The city transit system shuttles residents from location
to location.
33.The soldiers listened to the cannonade of war from a
distant shelter.
34.Zach’s appetite increases after he exercises.
35.Sophia’s luggage finally arrived at the baggage carousel.
36.This old record is made of vinyl.
37.Three-cup anemometers are currently used as the
industry standard for wind resource assessment studies and
practice.
38.The flower’s dainty petals crumbled during the heavy
rain.
39.Buckle your seatbelt before going for a ride.
40.Nikita vividly remembers her grandmother singing her to
sleep.
41.Combine sweet, sour, savory and briny flavors for the
perfect marinade.
42.Darrell’s feet pounded the pavement as he ran home.
43.Fatima’s garnet necklace was a gift from her aunt.
44.Furrow the soil and plant the pumpkin seeds.
45.Why do you sprawl out on the floor when you watch a
movie?
46.The art museum contains rare paintings and sculptures.

47.That wren really likes the seeds in my birdfeeder.
48.Mr. Brown became a local legend when he saved a
family from a housefire.
49.Millie’s grandfather listens to the baseball game on a
transistor radio.
50.Amplify your story by adding relatable situations and
power statements.
51.A well-built house provides security from the elements.
52.The chorus sang the refrain twice.
53.Military tactics must be followed as instructed.
54.The shepherd tended to his flock.
55.The Angus cattle grazed in the pasture.
56.Carter doesn’t mean to be stubborn; he’s just naturally
mulish.
57.The two teams had a rivalry because they competed for
the same trophy every year.
58.As siblings, we do not always agree.
59.A roasted chestnut makes a delicious snack.
60.We are driving the minivan on our vacation.
61.The plaid jacket matches nicely with the navy skirt.
62.Smoking and vaping damage lung tissue.
63.A person who steals credit cards is a scoundrel.
64.Harper drops amino vitamins into homemade organic
juice.
65.My dad didn’t need to add Tabasco sauce to his food as
it was already spicy.
66.Samar’s pulse quickened as he investigated the noise in
the backyard.
67.The Ross family invited me to visit their cottage on the
lake.
68.Caleb draped the holiday garland around the front door.
69.“Don’t gnaw on my shoes,” shouted Ben to the puppy.
70.There’s nothing better than relaxing in the comfort of
your own home.
71.Camping is the best time to view the constellations.
72.Sundering a family apart is a cruel punishment.
73.The rabble-rouser turned a peaceful protest into a
violent one.
74.After her coworker became suddenly ill, Sarah
experienced profound sadness.
75.Each wedding attendant wore a green and white wreath
in her hair.
76.The artist started the portrait by drawing a profile of the
subject.
77.The teacher did not tolerate untoward comments during
student-led speeches.
78.When her grandpa died, Grace spoke at his memorial
service.
79.A concrete barrier protected the pedestrians from traffic.
80.Miranda’s singing was gratingly flat.
81.The donkey brayed when the farmer tried to load him
into the trailer.
82.Harlem is a neighborhood in New York.
83.A messenger delivered the envelope containing the
verdict to the judge.
84.A lighthouse is a beacon for ships at sea.
85.News coverage during election time is elevated.
86.Keeping your porch light on deters burglars.
87.The Himalayas are located in Nepal.
88.Disinfectant is used to stop the spread of germs.
89.The politician ran a re-election campaign.
90.If you do not have enough to eat, you can die from
starvation.
91.Joshua crashed his bike and injured his spleen.
92.Don’t eat with your hands — use utensils.
93.Angel will pick you up at the bus depot in the morning.
94.The food fight incident was fun, but it won’t happen
again.
95.Jason rode his bike through the brambles and scratched
himself.

96.We need to hire a mason to build our bedroom addition.
97.Avoid sweets to prevent cavities.
98.Culture is always changing and never static.
99.Jordan loves the food and drink samples they offer at
the market.
100.Microwaves and air fryers are modern conveniences.
101.It is fun to create art using sidewalk chalk.
102.It will be difficult to concentrate on the test with all of
the outside noise.
103.The expiration date on that carton of milk is
approaching.
104.The interpretation of the scene differed for every actor.
105.After lifting weights all summer, Jude became a
fearsome opponent on the football field.
106.Kirk was the fiercest friend anyone could have.
107.My residence was damaged in the flood.
108.The crash caused the train to flip, scattering debris all
over the tracks.
109.The blocks toppled over when they became too
top-heavy.
110.The weather vane indicated the winds were blowing
from the west.
111.Dogs and cats often have a turbulent relationship.
112.Don’t let obstacles stand in the way of success.
113.Michael’s personal deportment did not always meet
the standards required of his profession.
114.The children’s exhibits at the museum are the most
engaging.
115.Agriculture is an important industry.
116.The judge delivered a momentous verdict.
117.The moment of silence was interrupted by a loud
disturbance.
118.The wily fox figured out how to get into the henhouse.
119.Amy was the only rookie on the rowing team her first
year of high school.
120.The school used transparencies on an overhead
projector to visually supplement the presentation.
121.Many cruises visit the Antarctic Peninsula.
122.I can always recognize the scent of my grandmother’s
perfume.
123.The girls took turns plaiting each other’s hair.
124.Writers must have a large vocabulary.
125.Have you watched the Star Wars movie series?
126.The comedian made the audience roar with laughter.
127.The injured horse staggered back to its stall.
128.The community rallied to provide assistance to those
impacted by the hurricane.
129.Hospital workers sanitized the operating room.
130.Sal’s role at work diminished as he prepared for
retirement.
131.The organist played a song that everyone in the
audience knew.
132.Louisiana is known for Mardi Gras.
133.My room is in a state of perpetual disarray.
134.The blustery weather is expected to continue through
the weekend.
135.Ryan’s molars became painful and impacted.
136.Arrange the pages by topic.
137.Stir the medicine into the water until dissolved.
138.Plastic bottles can be recycled.
139.Ben memorized his multiplication tables.
140.Cut the piece of fabric down the middle.
141.It is reasonable to believe that the Earth is round.
142.Remy hung the coat in the closet.
143.The principal promised a thorough investigation into
the spray-painting incident.
144.Saniya was involved in a car accident yesterday.

STUDY WORDS USED IN SENTENCES 3 bee
The following is a sample of the study words used in sentences and does not contain all study words.

1.It was ignoble of the boy to cheat in the game.
2.The hot sun left the boys on the baseball field with
uncomfortable diaphoresis.
3.The man wore a new, yellow kurta to the party.
4.Hyperion married his sister, Theia, a Titaness of
shimmering blue.
5.Catelyn held the reins just above the withers as
she rode through the field.
6.When visiting the town of Chernobyl, one must carry
a Geiger to detect radiation.
7.The underwater currents of the world’s oceans are
affected by thermohaline circulation.
8.Sometimes a gannet might dive into the water for
fish from one hundred feet in the air.
9.The system of checks and balances is a palladium
of the democracy.
10.The general received a brevet for his role in the
special operation.
11.The hotel had a pamphlet for each activity in the
area.
12.The word racecar is a commonly known
palindrome.
13.The woman in the photo was wearing a cropped
visite.
14.Placing feet firmly in the stirrups will help a rider
balance on a horse.
15.Courtney’s family took a vacation to Ireland and
visited Connemara.
16.There were an abundance of notebooks at the
school.
17.The flood proved calamitous for the small town.
18.The plane carried a dropsonde to be deployed
over the ocean.
19.The proclamation was scheduled for the
afternoon with a press conference to follow.
s20.Ryan thought the new film was just typical
Hollywood hokum.
21.The colossal power of the military is wellrecorded.
22.The mining of coltan in Democratic Republic of
Congo has increased conflict in some areas.
23.The squadron would be deployed overseas
immediately after the holiday.
24.To make chicken tender, marinate for three to 24
hours before cooking.
25.Everyone was sitting out on the veranda enjoying
the breeze.
26.Ajay adopted a Himalayan cat from the shelter
with bright blue eyes.
27.The boy offered to help the neighbor with groceries
but she said it was hunky-dory.
28.The girl said the rumors were just aspersions
meant to attack her character.
29.The school year will culminate in a final exam
based on all the units covered.
30.When you suck helium out of a balloon, it will
make your voice funny for a few seconds.
31.Juan liked steeplechasing and was first in the
country race.

32.Everyone needs a good Teflon pan in their
kitchen.
33.The girls played in a bantam division for younger
children.
34.Maria was an apprentice at the iron workers
union.
35.Her parents were reluctant to let her have candy
before dinner.
36.Learning about your heritage can help you
discover more about the history of your family.
37.The man upstairs rented his spare room to a
sojourner for the summer.
38.The man used a derogatory term and was kicked
out of the restaurant.
39.The woman was diagnosed with palsy, but she
could still walk with the aid of crutches.
40.There are over 600 wall paintings at Lascaux.
41.The girl had synesthesia and would see the
sound of thunder as a bright light.
42.The nefarious criminal was on the run after
holding up and robbing the bank.
43.Gallium becomes a silvery white in liquid form.
44.The smelters made iron swords to use in the
historic reenactment.
45.The choir sang the hymnal on Sunday.
46.Tartaric acid develops naturally in the process of
winemaking.
47.Aashita wore a bindi for the ceremony.
48.The Haitian man lived in a house near the beach.
49.The divan had beautiful fabric, but was not very
comfortable.
50.The children set up a badminton game at the
birthday party.
51.Infantry soldiers used a bayonet for close range
attacks in the Revolutionary War.
52.Sofia used the currycomb on her favorite horse
before saddling her to ride.
53.The haughty goose stole an apple from the picnic
basket!
54.The dog may hesitate to go outside if it is raining.
55.If you get the opportunity to see a meteor show,
you should take it.
56.The god Apollo was the son of Zeus.
57.The items were handed out in accordance to the
will.
58.The atmospheric pressure dropped and the radar
called for rain later.
59.Many towns on the river have levees to try to
protect against flooding.
60.The waitress precariously carried over six dishes
at once.
61.The hardest part of drawing people is making sure
they are proportionate.
62.The feeling of dread suffused him as he walked
up to the rollercoaster.
63.The car accelerates up the hill.
64.It was just a coincidence that the friends decided
to eat at the same restaurant at the same time.

65.The prestigious award is given out to only three
students per year.
66.The emphatic cries of the kitten would not stop
until they fed her at dinnertime.
67.The water was contaminated by a spill and the
family had to boil water for three days.
68.Madagascar is known for having many unique
species of animals.
69.Long exposure to certain chemicals can have
many harmful effects.
70.The man parachuted down from the sky.
71.A new magazine comes out periodically.
72.You can learn many intriguing facts at trivia.
73.The new material was very absorptive and great
for cleaning.
74.The amount of stars in the universe is
incomprehensible.
75.The Merrimack runs through the city of
Manchester, New Hampshire.
76.The Sinai penninsula connects Egypt and Jordan.
77.People charged with a misdemeanor may have to
pay a court fee or perform community service.
78.Grilled asparagus is a tasty vegetable to have
with dinner.
79.Take solace in the fact that none of the other
children were off school either.
80.The spots in her skin were caused by argyria.
81.Guanine is one of four main nucleobases found in
the nucliec acids DNA and RNA.
82.In the First World War, compounds such as xylyl
were used in poison gas.
83.Some people find playing video games to be a
therapeutic release.
84.The storm was tumultuous as it rolled into town.
85.The commodore was honored for his role in the
naval battle.
86.The playwright received several awards for her
unique play.
87.As he aged, Leon’s grandpa became senile.
88.Tanesha was home sick from school with
laryngitis.
89.We will take turns hosting book club in proximo.
90.The guerrillas had a camp in the mountains
above the town.
91.Giza is known for being home to the ancient
Egyptian pyrmaids.
92.The town was a fixity and never changed.
93.Brianna received a new pair of jodhpurs for
Christmas to wear in her equestrian classes.
94.Hydrargyrum is known to be toxic in humans, but
it was once thought to be medicinal.
95.Carborane describes a cluster composed of
boron, carbon and hydrogen atoms.
96.The denouncement of the foreign country
destabilized the relationship between the nations.
97.Columbia is beautiful to visit in the fall.

WORD LISTS BY LEVEL
1 bee

punting
crowd
secret
fumble
pond
health
pardon
shake
kiddo
proof
gorp
town
bingo
clever
inside
reply
frozen
special
film
results
soda
seal
twirled
disembark
admit
grown-ups
pieces
brass
onshore
stunts
deny
jolly
powder
earthquake
walnut
sawdust
flustered
barber
chimes
cabin
faint
manger
peppermint
broth
ash
flame
grits
cliff
hem
candles
brim
plot
desk
bobcat
polo
roller

stark
drum
snarl
argue
loppers
petal
giant
sniffle
mouth
filters
cone
never
silly
Monday
grub
hook
number
cooking
amazed
collect
local
proper
basement
ripple
feats
plumbing
stubborn
adrift
sweeten
neon
beeswax
social
behold
mix
drool
understand
brought
sound
benches
shrugged
still
pranks
smiled
peach
pie
size
hall
jangled
chain
workhorse
antennas
honest
holler
billboard
chicken
puppets
waited

finish
cheer
twisty
chips
scoop
rover
forgive
ribbon
shoo
greedy
beam
crew

2 BEE

crate
hotel
stray
gallop
dinosaur
ancient
tapestry
delivery
attagirl
salamanders
usual
challenge
cahoots
oozing
Mars
pelican
drastic
yoga
burlap
blazer
trombone
trembling
calmed
police
certain
barograph
charred
Pakistan
pressure
surmised
teak
transit
cannonade
appetite
luggage
ramparts
vinyl
anemometers
dainty
buckle
vividly
briny
pavement

garnet
furrow
sprawl
museum
wren
legend
transistor
amplify
security
refrain
tactics
shepherd
Angus
mulish
rivalry
siblings
chestnut
minivan
plaid
tissue
scoundrel
amino
menthol
Tabasco
obvious
pulse
cottage
garland
gnaw
comfort
caroling
carolling
foolishness
constellation
sundering
juncture
exploits
rabble-rouser
profound
wreath
profile
untoward
memorial
industrial
barrier
gratingly
brayed
Harlem
messenger
beacons
generation
coverage
deters
Nepal
disinfectant
campaign
starvation

gamma
spleen
utensils
depot
incident
brambles
trifecta
shingle
mason
avoid
static
samples
modern
chalk
concentrate
proud
expiration
batteries
centuries
differed
fearsome
fiercest
residence
abated
scattering
toppled
vane
vortices
turbulent
obstacles
continental
deportment
exhibits
agricultural
momentous
disturbance
wily
rookie
transparencies
hazmat
Antarctic
perfume
plaiting
writers
series
audience
insubstantial
staggered
assistance
sanitized
diminished
organist
operator
Louisiana
perpetual
blustery
molars

arrange
dissolved
extremely
plastic
multiplication
middle
reasonable
closet
investigation
accident
discussion
confused
microwave
gabled
settle
somber
sombre
tampered
loyal
remarkable
joists
scrambling
inspector
distressed
smudge
throttle
perfection
capable
gadgets
channel
chisel
chimney
minnow
domain
shuffle
carpenter
pruners
parcel
squawk
Sheetrock
trowel
nervous
spirit
equator
evidence
solar
explore
distance
fault
colonists
prudence
assembly
sheriff
tarry
entity
archives
commotion

vacancy
beatboxing
mutate
commonplace
gingerbread
dispute
episode
confection
autographs
petite
station
lacrosse
McIntosh

3 BEE

ignoble
diaphoresis
kurta
Hyperion
withers
Geiger
thermohaline
gannet
palladium
brevet
pamphlet
palindrome
visite
satsuma
stirrups
Connemara
abundance
calamitous
dropsonde
proclamation
hokum
colossal
coltan
squadron
marinate
anagrams
Himalayan
hunky-dory
aspersions
culminate
helium
steeplechasing
Teflon
bantam
apprentice
reluctant
heritage
sojourner
derogatory
palsy
Lascaux
nefarious

halogens
gallium
smelters
hymnal
tartaric
bindi
Haitian
divan
badminton
bayonet
currycomb
haughty
hesitate
opportunity
Apollo
accordance
atmospheric
levees
precariously
proportionate
suffused
accelerates
coincidence
prestigious
emphatic
contaminated
Madagascar
exposure
parachuted
periodically
intriguing
absorptive
incomprehensible
Merrimack
Sinai
asparagus
solace
argyria
guanine
xylyl
therapeutic
tumultuous
commodore
playwright
senile
laryngitis
proximo
Giza
fixity
jodhpurs
hydrargyrum
carborane
denouncement
Columbia

